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My name is Mark Knapp. After thirty years of practice I recently sold my South Yarra dental
surgery and moved to Mansfield, setting up a new clinic in High St.
My wife and I have always loved the high country and our daughter
Megan has been here for years running her well known catering
company, The Kitchen Door.
I think of myself as a practical dentist, more interested in listening
to his patients than promoting the latest fashionable procedure.
You might like to check out my approach to dentistry and even
some of the articles I have published with the ADA. These can be
accessed on our website www.mansfielddentist.com.au.
I look forward to meeting you.
Mark Knapp

BACK TO BASICS – HOW TO BRUSH
Brushing should not be complicated but it does benefit from a little bit of thought and technique.
Try to brush systematically, in three steps making sure everywhere gets attention.
Start with the outside surfaces and, believe it or not, close together, on
the edges of the front teeth. This will relax the muscles of the lips and
cheeks and make access to the back teeth so much easier.
Paradoxically, closing like this actually makes more room.
Brush hard in large circles and include the
edges of the gums. The best spot for food to
collect is always the margin between the
gums and teeth and this often leads to decay and gum disease.
People often dislike brushing the gums because gingivitis can make them
tender and inclined to bleed. The only way to get gums healthy is to get them
Do not scrub sideways
plaque free and this simply means brushing.
Usually minor gingivitis can be reversed within a few days. Gums respond
extremely well to ‘tough love’.
A common mistake is to scrub sideways. This not only fails to remove plaque, it scratches the gums and
tooth roots, leading to root sensitivity. Circular brushing is far more effective.
Secondly, the simple part. Open slightly and brush the biting surfaces, again in circles - easy!.
Thirdly, the hard part - brushing the inner surfaces is always a little trickier.
A particular challenge is the inside of the lower teeth.
This is difficult because the brush must be angled downwards.
Normally, when one picks up a brush it naturally angles upwards – so,
apart from twisting one’s wrist around, how do you manage to slope
the brush downwards?
Change the grip on the brush. Hold the handle across the palm, at a
right angle to the forearm and with the thumb on the same side as the
fingers. Now raise the elbow up to shoulder level. The brush will
naturally aim slightly downwards.

The grip for the inside of
the lower teeth

SENSITIVE NEW AGE TEETH
Everyone is becoming more conscientious about cleaning their teeth.
Sometimes, though, enthusiasm gets the better of technique. It is easy to
stretch open too wide, tighten up the cheek muscles and scrub sideways.
Sideways brushing fails to remove all the plaque and worse still it
scratches and damages the gums. Tooth roots are exposed and soon
they get abraded around the necks. The grooves and hollows that
result can become quite sensitive, especially to cold.
The damage is worse when people use a medium or hard bristle
toothbrush. These bristles are too inflexible to clean properly but stiff
enough to damage the tooth roots. A soft brush is better in every way.
The other factor that can thin the teeth is habitual grinding, especially
during sleep. Believe it or not, teeth actually flex and the area of
greatest bending is near the gums. Over time this spot wears out, creating grooves and mimicking the sort
of abrasion caused by sideways brushing.
So what can be done? Apart from smarter toothbrushing, desensitising agents can help.
A toothpaste such as Colgate Neutraflur Sensitive contain potassium nitrate, which slows nerve
transmission and soothes the pain. In addition the paste boasts a high concentration of fluoride. This
increases the density of the enamel by stimulating mineral uptake and converting weak hydroxy-apatite
into tough fluoro-apatite.
Neutraflur works like Sensodyne but is better since it strengthens the tooth, stopping the cold from
getting in. Clean the teeth as normal and then spit out rather than rinse, so the goodies have full effect
on the surface.
Tooth Mousse can also help. It is a milk based product packed with
calcium and phosphate. Once or twice a week rub it on to the teeth
to prevent decay and strengthen the surfaces. Neutraflur Sensitive
and Tooth Mousse are both effective and work best when used together.
In addition to home care, dentists now have great adhesive materials for
filling the little hollows. They even release mineral to further soothe and
toughen jumpy teeth. In most cases - problem solved!

NASA AND THE BALL POINT PEN
During the 1960s, when America competed with the Soviet Union to put
men in space, one of the problems NASA faced was developing a pen
that would write in zero gravity.
It was only after spending many thousands of dollars on research that a
functional ball point pen was finally designed. In the meanwhile the
Russians solved the problem in five minutes by using pencils.
In dentistry there is a sort of space race to develop better and more
reliable ceramic restorations to treat fractured or darkened teeth.
Ceramic caps are usually made in a laboratory, traditionally fired in a
furnace on a plaster model.
They are hard and aesthetic but can sometimes fracture disastrously!
Ceramic’s big weakness is that it does not flex and teeth do bend during grinding. To have adequate
strength any porcelain cap therefore needs to be thick. This is especially a problem for front teeth.
Lately companies are developing space age machinery to mill crowns and veneers directly from
blocks of porcelain (like carving marble electronically) after the natural teeth are scanned by laser. This is
exciting technology, but the same problems remain. Unless caps are bulky they can break without warning.
To make matters worse ceramic will not go around bulges, so teeth need to be shaved aggressively with
extra drilling. And they are more expensive than ever before.
It may not be the NASA approach but it is more sensible to drill the teeth less and leave healthy enamel.
Chalky surfaces can be hardened using minerals, decay can be killed off chemically and the drilling can
avoid destroying the side walls of carious molars. Composite facings can improve the appearance of a
discoloured front tooth without the need for extensive drilling.
Very often bonding can do the job of the exotic crown or veneer for less cost and less trauma.
This style of dentistry is described in my ADA article ‘The Case For Minimal Intervention Dentistry’,
available on our website. Would you believe it was originally scribbled in pencil?

SEALANTS
Many people have teeth where the enamel is neither sound nor decayed but hovering somewhere in between.
The problem is that plaque can lead even the best teeth to lose
a little mineral. The easiest place for food to collect is in the
wrinkles of back teeth — in other words the pits and fissures. Over
time, the resultant plaque acid will eventually leach calcium from
the surface.
When enamel decalcifies and turns chalky it begins allowing bacteria to actually penetrate the surface. It is then just one step away
from tooth decay. Ouch!
Often the dentist can effectively ‘heal’ these early decays by applying
a sealant before any real damage is done. The process is simple.
The surface is cleaned with the air abrasion ‘sand blaster’ and a
film of Glass Ionomer Cement set over the weak spot.

Pits are weak and vulnerable. Sealing
can prevent decay by keeping out the
plaque and rehardening the enamel.

There are multiple benefits. Obviously plaque is sealed out so that
acids can not attack the surface. In addition sealants raise the pH to neutralise acids and kill bacteria. Most
importantly they release minerals such as calcium, phosphate and fluoride to reharden the soften enamel.
Usually the most vulnerable teeth are kiddies’ six year old molars. These are actually permanent, adult
teeth but, when they are newly erupted, their enamel is immature and weak. Children’s little hands usually
have trouble cleaning at the back of the mouth and it is common for early decay to commence within
months of eruption.
Most dentists place sealants on these teeth as they erupt purely for prevention. Not only is decay
intercepted but the sealant’s mineral release matures the surface so plaque acids are resisted long after the
sealants have worn out.
Today’s sealants are somewhat soft and do not last quite as long as the resins used some years ago. On
the other hand they harden the enamel to such an extent that, by the time they have worn away, the
surface underneath resembles that of strong adult molars.

WISDOM TEETH AND CROWDING
When front teeth become crowded in early adulthood impacted, jammed in wisdom teeth usually
get the blame. People realise there is rarely
enough room for third molars and assume they
push the others forward, buckling the front teeth.
Many dentists even subscribe to the belief.
In fact the wisdom teeth have nothing to do with the
forward movement. Incisors crowd together
because of mesial drift (drift to the middle.)
Nature assumes we are still back in the stone age,
eating the hard and gritty diet of hunter gatherers.
These teeth would wear down, not just on the biting
surfaces, but also on the sides, narrowing the
contact walls.
Rather than develop spaces between, nature
pulled the teeth forward, as if on elastic.
Of course our diet is totally
different and modern teeth
do not wear out laterally, but
the drifting still occurs and
incisors can easily become
crooked. Nature is trying to
close up gaps that do not
exist these days.
The sensible reason to
remove wisdom teeth is not
to avoid crowding but to
simply prevent infections.

DO NOT TRY THIS AT HOME
Former
Rolling
Stone
Ronnie Wood has brought
out an autobiography and
has been promoting it with
interviews.
He got onto the subject of
how he and Keith Richards
both had their front teeth
veneered with porcelain.
The only problem was,
their expensive caps kept
coming off.
“A couple of these have
fallen out. I got the old
Super Glue out. Luckily my wife had some in
her cupboard. Keith did the same with Super Glue
once. It is a good standby.”
Veneers should not fall off. The story suggests
paying top dollar does not guarantee quality.
The Stones have always been known for living
dangerously. If you do not mind week long benders,
trashing hotel rooms and snorting a variety of
substances then have no qualms about sticking
your faulty veneers back with Super Glue.
Otherwise see the dentist or, better still, get them
done properly in the first place.

“NOT THE MELBOURNE METHOD!”
The ABC recently reported that Australians are now spending more, per capita, on cosmetic procedures
than Americans. This raises a number of interesting questions, not least of which is why do most of us still
look so average to ordinary?
Obviously serious cosmetic problems need to be addressed but frivolous procedures are easy to lampoon
and this often happens in the movie business. An early example was in the classic Cary Grant flick, Arsenic
and Old Lace. The plot revolved around two sweet, little old ladies who were quietly poisoning their
elderly house guests because “they looked so happy and peaceful when they were dead.” Grant and his girl
friend could have handled this dilemma if their problems were not compounded by the arrival of the sinister
cousin and criminal, Johnny, who was, as ever, running from the law.
Johnny was accompanied by his henchman, Dr. Einstein, a disgraced
plastic surgeon played by a simpering Peter Lorre. Einstein was in the
habit of altering Johnny’s appearance to evade detection but recently
he had botched the operation.
He had been watching a Frankenstein movie and, after a few drinks,
had decided to make Johnny resemble Boris Karloff. The joke was
that, in the original stage show, the villain was in fact played by Karloff.
Johnny was invariably angry and violent, but when he really became
cross he threatened to bump off everyone in the household.
Not only that, but he was going to use the dreaded Melbourne Method!
Probably the person most distressed by this announcement was poor Dr. Einstein who repeatedly
exclaimed, ‘Oh no Johnny! Not the Melbourne Method!’
We never found out the details of this particular technique but it sounded fascinating. Six years ago when I
published a paper on a new minimal approach for filling teeth I was half tempted to call it the Melbourne
Method.
Better judgement prevailed and it was instead dubbed the Terminated Tunnel Restoration. I had been
watching an Arnold Schwarzenegger movie.

THE SHUTTLE AND THE HORSE’S REAR END
When the space shuttle was designed its scientists were virtually given a blank cheque and encouraged to
build the ultimate space craft. Its concept was new and owed nothing to earlier technology.
Right? Well, almost…
The shuttle is assembled in Florida but its components come from all over the US.
Its size is determined by the force of its propulsion and the major thrust comes from
the two massive booster rockets at its side. These are built in Utah and have to be
railed across the country since they are too heavy to travel by road.
The rail lines pass through a mountain tunnel which is only
slightly wider than the gauge, so effectively the dimensions of
the rockets are determined by the width of the tracks.
These tracks are four foot, eight and a half
inches, exactly the same as have always
been used in England, since it was British
trained engineers who designed them back in the nineteenth century.
English rail-lines were essentially identical to earlier tramlines.
These horse pulled trams were constructed with the same jigs as wagons and
coaches and for centuries their wheel spacing was built to fit the ruts of English
roads.
The roads traced back to the Romans and the ruts to the wheels of their
single horse war chariots.
The width of the wheels was universal and always just sufficient to fit
between the hindquarters of two Roman warhorses.
So, in a way, the dimensions of the space shuttle are decided by the
size of a horse’s behind.

